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Dedication
The Lord Jesus Christ appeared to me Personally on the 6th November 2006.

Jesus covenanted to teach me Personally.

This He said would be done through 
Spirit illustrations;

Spirit visions;
Spirit trances;
Spirit dreams

The following chapters of this Script were given to me by the
Lord Jesus Christ Personally.

The Scripts were received and written in Spirit and have to be
understood in Spirit.

They relate to the brownish Scrolls which the Holy Man, John handed to me.

This script in its completeness, was aforewritten, and the outcome of each event has been brought about 
entirely by the Lord’s decision.

I now covenant these Divine Revelations in their entirety for
the Glory and Majestic Purposes of

God the Father,
God the Son and

God the Holy Spirit

Amen
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Daniel 7: 2 – 28

Daniel spake and said, I saw in my vision by night, and behold, the four winds of the heaven strove 
upon the great sea:

And four great beasts came up from the sea one divers from another.

The first was as a lion, and had eagle’s wings: I beheld till the wings thereof were plucked off, 
and it was lifted up from the earth, and set upon his feet as a man, and a man’s heart was given him.
And behold, another beast which was the second, was like a bear, and stood upon the one side: and 

he had three ribs in his mouth between his teeth, and they said thus unto him, Arise and 
devour much flesh.

After this, I beheld, and lo, there was another like a leopard, which had upon his back four 
wings of a fowl: the beast had also four heads, and dominion was given him.

After this, I saw in the vision by night, and behold, the fourth beast was fearful and terrible 
and very strong. It had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the 

residue under his feet: and it was unlike to the beasts that were before it: for it had ten horns.

As I considered the horns, behold, there came up among them another little horn, before whom 
there were three of the first horns plucked away: and behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes 

of man, and a mouth speaking presumptuous things.

I beheld till the thrones were set up, and the Ancient of Days did sit, whose garment was white 
as snow, and the hair of His head like the pure wool: His Throne was like the fiery flame, and 

His wheels, as burning Fire.

A fiery stream issued, and came forth from before Him: thousand thousands ministered unto Him, 
and ten thousand thousands stood before Him: the Judgement was set, and the Books opened.

Then I beheld, because of the voice of the presumptuous words which the horn spake: I beheld, 
even till the beast was slain, and his body destroyed, and given to the burning fire.

As concerning the other beasts, they had taken away their dominion: yet their lives were 
prolonged for a certain time and season.

As I beheld in visions by night, behold, one like the Son of Man came in the Clouds of Heaven, 
and approached unto the Ancient of Days, and they brought Him before Him.

And He gave Him dominion, and honour, and a Kingdom that all people, nations and languages 
should serve Him: His dominion is an Everlasting Dominion, which shall never be taken away: 

and His Dominion shall never be destroyed.

I Daniel was troubled in my spirit, in the midst of my body, and the visions of mine head 
made me afraid.

Therefore I came unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the Truth of all this: 
so he told me, and showed me the interpretation of these things.

These great beasts which are four, are four kings, which shall arise out of the earth, and they shall 
take the kingdom of the Saints of the Most High, and shall possess the kingdom forever, 

even forever and ever.
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After this, I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which was so unlike to all the others, very 
fearful, whose teeth were of iron, and his nails of brass: which devoured brake in pieces, and 

stamped the residue under his feet.

Also to know of the ten horns that were in his head, and of the others which came up, before 
whom three fell, and of the horn that had eyes, and of the mouth that spake presumptuous things, 

whose look was more stout than his fellows.

I beheld, and the same horn made battle against the Saints, yea, and prevailed against them, 
until the Ancient of Days came, and Judgment was given to the Saints of the Most High: and 

the time approached, that the Saints possessed the Kingdom.

Then he said, the fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom in the earth, which shall be unlike to 
all the kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down and break it in pieces.

And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall rise: and another shall rise after them, 
and he shall be unlike to the first, and he shall subdue three kings.

And shall speak words against the Most High, and shall consume the Saints of the Most High, and 
think that he may change times and laws, and they shall be given into his hand until a time, and 

times, and the dividing of time.

But the Judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion to consume and destroy 
it unto the end.

And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven 
shall be given to the Holy people of the Most High, whose Kingdom is an Everlasting Kingdom, 

and all powers shall serve and obey Him.

Even this is the end of the matter, I Daniel had many cogitations which troubled me, and my 
countenance changed in me: but I kept the matter in mine heart.
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Amos 9: 2 – 4; 8
Though they dig into the Hell, thence shall mine hand take them: though they climb up to heaven, thence 
will I bring them down.
And though they hide themselves in the top of Carmel, I will search and take them out thence: and though 
they be hid from my sight in the bottom of the sea, thence will I command the serpent, and he shall bite 
them.
And though they go into captivity before their enemies, thence will I command the sword, and it shall slay 
them: and I will set mine eyes upon them for evil, and not for good.
Behold, the eyes of the Lord God are upon the sinful kingdom, and I will destroy it clean out of the earth. 
Nevertheless I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob, saith the Lord.

Chapter Three
Spiritual Husbands

Yet warfare intensified to such unimaginable expectations for weeks on end. One day I was listening to 
Retah McPherson on “Spiritual husbands and wives”. Then I thanked and praised the God of Heaven for at 
that point the secret was revealed into my Spirit. Mom had always told me that a door in the spirit realm 
had opened allowing dark forces to violently assault us especially in our sleep. We awoke all bruised, and 
pondered the reason.

Before my eyes appeared a vision; I saw this Tanzanian guy whom I do not know, using dark forces. He was 
declaring a forceful marriage onto me. This enraged me and with an immediate response, I deleted such an 
abominable thing. After a year, he Facebook’d me just saying, “hi”. Something happened in the spirit realm, 
although I refused to respond.

Yet another vision appeared before my eyes, in which a white man Facebook’d me. In order to get rid of 
his persistent irritation, I agreed to go out with him. Oh, what a mistake! Later, I found out that he was a 
Satanist who had monitored me in the spirit realm. At this point, I deleted both from my Facebook.
Though I had never physically met any of them, I then understood that these were spiritual husbands.
I had gone to the Courts in Heaven to divorce these spiritual husbands, when mom and I were assaulted 
through witchcraft being buried in our grounds by tokoloshies. We knew that these spiritual husbands were 
not giving up easily.

Dream Catcher
I had gone to a certain relative one evening and noticed a dream catcher behind the front door as we left 
and said goodbye, not imagining what would happen next.
I called to mom most of that night, “Pray for me, I feel terrible! I cannot describe what is attacking me!” She 
said, “Yolin, an overwhelming dark and evil presence followed you after you had looked upon that dream 
catcher.” I told her that the atmosphere was so thick and heavy at this relative’s place that I was being 
choked.
While she Google’d “dream catcher occult”, I remained sick. The depth of our spirit tumbled as the same 
choking presence rumbled and thundered, manifesting what I could hardly describe to her. 
So this piece of information is what mom Google’d, and could not research further because of demonic 
manifestation. You are to Google and to research further if necessary.
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Charms
While not as powerful as true magical items, charms offer minor effects that primal druids and shamans 
can carry with them to gain small protections and insights against the world and its dangers.
Created by the druid himself, charms are designed as a means to focus the primal energies that the 
worshiper communes with and are infused with these primal spirits who then act as guardians and 
protectors to the worshiper.

While not intelligent in their own right, the spirits tied to these charms are disposed towards helping the 
druid provided they seek harmony with specific inhabitants of the natural world. For instance, a dream-
catcher charm crafted from the shavings of an oak tree, plucked raven feathers and the webbings of a 
spider may be infused with spirits that demand a druid tend to these particular flora, mend a broken wing, 
and stay the hand of a home keeper who happens to have an arachnid roommate in their sights. Provided 
these interests are met, the most typical of these charms will then act as wards and seers on behalf of the 
druid.

Dream-Catcher
Crafting cost: 50 gold
Weight: 2 lbs

Additional components: 2 raven feathers, oak shavings (5 lbs worth), and spider webbing (2 lbs worth)
A druid can place a dream-catcher above or near them when they take an extended rest, and the spirits 
imbued in this charm provides protection over the course of that rest. Warding them against evil spirits, 
this charm can prevent intrusive agents from entering the druid’s dreams while they sleep.

Additionally, upon waking, the druid can become aware that such machinations took place by observing the 
webbings of the catcher. If malign forces attempted to enter the sleeper’s dreams, a dark tar-like substance 
remains in the catcher’s webs.
Google for further information
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Clones / Black Eyed Kids

Mom had Google’d some downloads called “Guess who’s been cloned part 1 to 14”, exposing that aliens 
had requested this certain person to clone every famous celebrity, every president, and all royalties, 
singers, sportsmen/women etc. the list goes on and on. An alien would inhabit each cloned body so each 
person had three clones. This had been going on since the 1930’s and continues up till today. 
I had watched another download exposing the death of Oprah Winfrey who had three clones. Immediately, 
the unexpected happened. I told mom that we had present with us the most terrifying company. The 
infernal abomination caused the atmosphere to become unbreathable and thick, so we went about 
rebuking, and soon settled down for the night, but as soon as I closed my eyes, I was overwhelmed, for in a 
Spirit vision upon my bed, I saw our living room filled with creatures. Some were animals and others half-
human half-animal.
On opening my eyes, I rushed to mom who had already dozed off. Immediately, unimaginable warfare 
broke out and of course you can imagine it! Anyway, the battle was soon over!
“So these half-human half-animals had been inhabiting Oprah’s clone,” I muttered. “Aliens do inhabit 
clones! Oh how many clones have filled the whole earth? How many black-eyed clones have reached 
adulthood?” I had many cogitations which troubled me.
 

Witchcraft buried by Little Creature
After a couple of weeks of removing bags filled with bones, also fish bones, matted wet matter and hair, 
a rusted key, smooth pebbles, the front half of a beige horse, little black bulbs, pieces of glass, cotton and 
wool pieces, fresh charcoal etc. her hand became swollen as the witchcraft attacked night after night after 
night.

One night, I told her that we had a visitor. “It’s a little dirty, off-white creature.”
“So, now the secret is out about who has been burying these abominations half a meter underground,” she 
began. “You dirty, filthy, off-white creature, I arrest you in the Name of Yeshua.”
Immediately, the atmosphere hung heavily as warfare intensified, but soon little, dirty, off-white creature 
fled.

Days later, I told her that I had looked into the spirit realm and saw someone jumping over the side fence 
through an opening. On searching, there was nobody, so mom raised her hand, “In the Name of Yeshua, 
I arrest this wicked human spirit astral projecting onto this property. I lock you up in a spiritual cage until 
Jesus deals with you.” 

Sure enough, someone or something was looking through the eyes of the cat who acted more than strange. 
As she rebuked, the animal could not take mom’s touch. Overwhelming fear and guilt poured out of the 
cat’s eyes as though fire was consuming it. The following morning, mom commented that kitty cat was back 
to being a loving animal. “What next!” I thought.

I had been given a Spirit dream in which I understood that mom and I were given a house. Not knowing 
that the place was haunted, we began exorcising as we came face to face with the unknown.

We had sought the Lord for the source of all the witchcraft that had been planted into our enclosed 
backyard, when on several occasions a vision of the face of that Tanzanian guy came before me. That night, 
I saw an evil spirit who was suspended in mid-air in Tanzania. This thing was a dirty-grey colour with a head 
of a monkey and two very long arms.
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I watched as it lifted one hand, took up the witchcraft and with the other hand dropped it onto our 
property in South Africa.

The following morning, I alerted mom who told me to divorce that demon, so off I went and fell on my 
knees. Reader, there was an immediate response.

Next, I had a Spirit dream in which this Tanzanian guy came astral projecting into our place. I watched as he 
transformed into my white rabbit. I picked it up and began rebuking, “I bind this human that shape-shifted 
to go back into your original form, and that you must never shape-shift again. Lose your shape-shifting, in 
Jesus’ Name.” 

Immediately, this person started losing their shape-shift as a rabbit, and was desperate to flee. Within 
seconds, it shape-shifted into a rat and bit my hand, so I lost my grip as it fled. The rat had just about gone 
through a solid wall when it turned into its human form. 

We continued to be severely attacked during the wee hours of the morning, and each morning we awoke 
bruised, sore and battered. Day after day, we continued to dig, filling bag after bag with bones, egg shells, 
beads, wire, cotton, plastic, rusted objects, fresh pieces of coal, plastic bags etc.

Mom admitted, “Yolin, witchcraft has a terrible, rotten, stinking smell. Always use something to remove it, 
never touch it with your hands. As long as it is being removed, plead the Blood of Jesus and Blazing Holy 
Fire. Break all curses and arrest the spirits attached.”

So we persevered for weeks on end.

Swampy Spirits
We were still under the impression about these demon attacks when something else mind boggling was 
revealed.

Mom and I had reached a point of desperation, seeking Father to deliver us from the evil one. No amount 
of rebuking helped when during the wee hours of each morning, spirits would enter our abode, especially 
during vulnerable hours of over-exhaustion.

Our sleep turned out to be heavy, our bodies swollen and bruised, not knowing the actual source. We 
approached Father for the answers, in Jesus’ Name, and that night mom told me, “Yolin, you have to spend 
the night in my room; so it was that when I was about to doze off, I left my physical body. I was transported 
to a swampy, murky place. After observing evil spirit-like forms moving over the swamps, I was allowed 
back in my physical body.
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Now this happened over and over again `- how many times, I am not able to recall. On coming back, I 
alerted my mother, “The Lord had taken me to the source of our warfare.”

So off we went with the Bible which she held high. “Every one of you swampy spirits present, I set you 
alight with blazing fire. Be consumed, burn for all eternity! Fire, fire, fire, fire, burn, burn, burn as I destroy 
these swampy spirits with blazing fire!!!”

Amazingly, there was much difference in the atmosphere which began clearing as mom persevered in 
earnest prayer. Over-exhausted, we closed our eyes.
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Three Deadly Spiritual Lizards
Yet warfare intensified insomuch that mom was removing witchcraft bones, bright yellow coloured beads, 
pieces of crushed egg shells, sea shells, threads of wool and cotton, fresh coals, etc. I remained sick most of 
the time until she removed the filth from the premises.

Then she told me that while sifting the sand and removing these abominations, something bit her arm. For 
days she was sick until I anointed her arm praying, “In the Name of Jesus, I draw all lizard poison out of this 
arm. Poison leave this arm, in Jesus’ Name, leave!”

The Lord had given me a Spirit dream in which Pastor Michael, together with his family were at the sea-
side. Out of the blue, three deadly lizards came out of the sea water. It appeared to be a mystery to 
everyone present that these lizards came out of the ocean. 
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One of the innocent, young children touched the lizard, and immediately the deadly poison moved through 
his little body. Yet nobody actually took notice of what had taken place. The grey lizard somehow stuck to 
the pallet of one of their dogs and released its deadly poison.

Now, because I understood that these most deadly lizards were sent by the queen of the coast, I rebuked 
the marine poison out of my mother’s arm. Immediately, the poison left as I commanded, “Never return to 
the sea in Jesus’ Name.”

Yet the warfare intensified further until mom prayed through most of the night which turned chaotic. 
Overly exhausted, she would doze off only to discover that she was lying in a bed of boiling lava. Excessive 
burning pains not only covered her, but her entire bed.

“Yolin,” she muttered, “This is the second week that when I open my eyes after I have dozed off, I am in a 
state of collapse. Please pray for me and rebuke all poison out of my body.”

It seemed as though the Lord had once again locked up shop and left. One morning, after praying through 
the night she said, “Lord, it appears as though You do not see and hear my desperation! Yet even though 
You slay me, I would not doubt my Lord, for He is Lord! I believe in You and confess that You are Lord!”
Three days later, I was about to doze off when a Spirit vision loomed before me. My spirit eyes beheld that 
a mouse had entered our house.

Then a soft voice spoke. Immediately, I knew it was the Lord Jesus. He said, “This mouse keeps the door 
open for those Tanzanians.” 

I remembered then that this guy, Moses of Tanzania, had forcefully made his appearance on my Facebook. 
I had seen the same mouse enter my bedroom. I had accepted no friendly request from Moses, he just 
appeared on my Facebook. Anyway, this thing gnawed behind my wardrobe for a month. 

We suffered greatly while warfare intensified out of control ever since. Immediately, I alerted my mom who 
had been earnestly seeking the Lord for answers.

We gathered and began to pray according to the Spirit vision given to me, in Jesus’ Name, and so it was.
A week later, I was taken into an open vision, and saw Moses of Tanzania standing at the far end of our 
private backyard. That night, the Lord revealed the secret. I saw that a round, black bead with a hole in the 
middle had been planted in our grounds. The Lord said that this was used to keep the door open for Moses 
to access our property.

Well, we searched the property and found the abomination which mom flushed down the toilet and said, 
“In the Name of Jesus, never come back!”

“I arrest Moses of Tanzania and put him in a strait-jacket until Jesus deals with him. I ask Lord that You will 
make this dwelling invisible so that all his reinforcements will lose their way!” And so it was.
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End Time Church Blazing with Fire
During the day, I approached her and told her that I had a Spirit vision of the night, in which I was on my 
way with a certain person leading him to conversion. As we came within distance of the Church, I noticed 
that it was on fire.

The fire was literally burning fiercely, but the Church was not consumed, so I understood that the Church 
was ablaze with intense Holy Fire.

As we entered the Church, I saw mom; she was ablaze, burning excessively; around her was Blazing Holy 
Fire. 

I looked around and saw Pastor Michael Birch and his brother also ablaze with Holy Fire.

They were literally burning with a great Fire, but were not consumed. I looked at myself, I too had a Blazing 
Holy Fire burning around me.

Deep in my Spirit, I had a sure conviction that this was an End Time Church blazing with Holy Fire.
I gazed around and saw that the End Time Church was full; its members all earnestly worshiping the Lord 
Jesus. 

Reader, oh how the Holy Anointing rained down like Blazing Holy Fire! I too joined in the Holy song unto the 
Lord.
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Healed of Uterine Fibroid and Ovarian Cyst
I refer to Book 13 of Spiritual Warfare & The Purple Robe, page 22 which reads as follows:

“Yet warfare intensified beyond what my words are able to describe I was rushed to hospital and after a 
long sixteen hour wait several doctors, each giving a different report, ended up stating that I was diagnosed 
to have suffered four months with Uterine Fibroid and Ovarian Cyst. The right fallopian tube could not be 
found and what made matters worse was that an operation could only be performed four months later in 
January 2016. 

Shocked, I told mom that when one of the doctors scanned my uterus, my Spirit eyes opened only to see 
the face of a demon. To all appearances this thing had no eyes, only two holes. Of course, doctors could not 
detect this, but rather stated that they could not make out what substance was filling my uterus. 
Imagine, each confused doctor left me in such a pitiful overwhelming painful state, let alone the demon 
spirit I actually saw began its torment. It ate and ate and ate at my uterus causing pain like I had never 
felt before. Mom and I not only had to come face to face with the demonic realm, but the overwhelming 
manifestations in the physical realm also.”

Well, the time had arrived for my appointment at the hospital, so off mom and I went. A very confused 
doctor could not find any records on the computer system, yet my file stated that I had a level 2 uterine 
fibrosis and ovarian cyst and that I was unable to bear children. He could not find the x-rays nor the scan 
previously done.

“Are you sure you had not attended some other hospital?” he said, very confused. “There are no records, 
but come back to me in two day’s time and I personally will attend to you,” he assured me.

Well, mom had prayed many prayers. “I commanded the uterine fibrosis and ovarian cyst to return to the 
queen of the coast a trillion times full blast and that it should hang like pumpkins on her eye balls. Father, I 
ask for swift judgment to come on this wicked spirit, in Jesus’ Name.”
Well, praise the Lord, she deserved just that!

I returned to see two doctors after the second day. One doctor said, “I remember doing the previous scan 
and x-rays. I wrote out a report that you had a level 2 uterine fibrosis and ovarian cyst and that you were 
unable to bear children. How is it that I am not able to find any ovarian cyst? It is all clear! The uterine 
fibroid is very small!” uttered a very, very confused doctor.

“You are ovulating which means that you are able to bear children.”

Later, this doctor became a mouthpiece for the queen of the coast who spoke through her.  “I am going to 
put you on a contraceptive injection or contraceptive pills. Now choose which one you want and then place 
your signature below.”

At that point, I felt deep urges to contact mom, which drove me to phone her. Mom had advised me not 
to fall prey to the queen of the coast. “She is looking for an opening, do not sign anything! Do not take the 
injection or pill! Say NO! NO! NO! Give no foothold to the devil!” came the response from an extremely 
serious mom.

A very, very disturbed and upset doctor stormed out of the office, “You are of age and can decide for 
yourself,” she spat it out so vehemently.

After some time, she returned and said, “Come back to me in two months time for a check-up.”
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Occult Midget
Yet warfare intensified so greatly that we ran out of answers. Mom was viciously attacked behind her head, 
and wrestled with the unknown which after two days never returned. 

One night, she heard me calling her very earnestly and went out the back to investigate the urgency of my 
voice. “Look up at the sky,” I urged her. “The sky is not clear; can you see the atmosphere is infested with 
demons!” I muttered, very sick.

“Look, Yolin,” she replied. “The entire atmosphere is heavy. I wonder why?”

Days later, I was once again in the back yard when she heard me calling. “There is a demon in those clouds. 
He is looking down at us.” Poor mom could only see clouds and said, “Yolin, the Lord has once again 
opened your Spirit eyes to see.”

Immediately, she lifted both hands high and commanded this principality be arrested in Jesus’ Name. “I 
release the Blood of Jesus mixed with the Holy Blazing Fire to totally annihilate, obliterate and wipe out this 
demon.” As she continued rebuking, I ran for my camera to snap it, but found that it had lost its shape and 
later vanished.

“So that is why the atmosphere was a dirty, evil colour,” I responded.

Yet spiritual warfare intensified even more, so each day she spent long hours in prayers destroying the 
kingdom of darkness and releasing the authority of chaotic confusion into all the camps of the enemies.
One night, I called out to her, “Rebuke occult midget!” I remained sick for days.

That night, I was taken into a Spirit dream in which relatives were present, when suddenly an occult midget 
approached me. “I vow that when you return to your physical body, I am going to kill you! I am an expert 
occult midget.”

My spirit knew that this thing was a master occult spirit, and it was what he stated and operated in. I also 
knew that once I opened my physical eyes that all hell would break loose.

Reader, I was sick for days when I opened my eyes. I understood that I was allowed to see to whom he 
returned after that deadly threat. 

Mom had gone into several earnest warfare prayers, “Master of occult midget, in the Name of Jesus Christ, 
I command that you be arrested, bound and put into a strait jacket for all eternity. I pour Fire over you to 
burn for all eternity, in Jesus’ Name…” And so it was “done.”
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Queen of the Coast New Products

Once again, I was taken into a Spirit revelation and stood observing, yet everyone present could not see 
me. Before me stood the most beautiful, blonde headed lady I have ever seen. She was waiting for the 
queen of the coast who had prepared her well for a mission to earth. Then I heard a voice that I knew was 
the queen of the coast, “Go to earth! Take these products to earth!” she commanded.

I watched as the queen used her marine powers to demonstrate her lipsticks, dyes, shampoos and other 
cosmetics etc. on her agent. Instantly, the blonde lady looked more than perfectly stunning. She was 
radiant and so pleased.

The sheen in her hair made her hair glow. “These are to make you look and feel better!”

 I heard the queen’s urgency, “Go, go, go take them to earth now.” 

Advanced products of all well-known brand names on our shelves.

The following week, mom and I went into one of the Stores and lo and behold, the well-known brand name 
shampoo products had a new advanced selection. I remarked to mom, “Look!”

“So true, so true!” she exclaimed.

Reader, as mom and I picked up one of the many products sent to earth, not only did our physical bodies 
sway, but both of us became sick.

“There are heavy marine powers on these products,” we sighed. 

Reader, be vigilant and sober, ask the Holy Spirit to reveal the other abominable products of the queen of 
the coast.
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Being Monitored in the Spirit Realm
Once again, I was to participate in the realm of the spirit; looming before me was Facebook.  I saw a person 
with great darkness. My spirit knew it was Moses of Tanzania. I observed closely and saw that he had 
optical eyes. His spirit eyes constantly monitored anyone browsing through his Facebook. He used this 
method to initiate any person or he would browse through Facebook with his optical eyes, and that is how 
he would initiate Facebook users. Be careful, for your enemy, though in physical, yet spies and monitors you 
in the realm of the Spirit.

When I came out of the realm of the spirit, I said to mom, “I feel too sick! Please pray for me!”

Please reader, constantly cover your Facebook with the Blood of Jesus and the Blazing Fire of the Holy Spirit 
before you activate Facebook.

Warfare intensified as I previously explained, so that the spirit realm and the atmosphere in the sky turned 
ugly, evil, heavy and demon infested.

This morning, the 8th February 2016, mom was compiling this true experience, for we had not slept 
peacefully ever since she had found a prayer written by Sherry Shiner in one of her archives. She printed it 
amongst dozens of other prayers and left it untouched.

That night, I was under severe, heavy, demonic attack and could not sleep. I told her that a little, black 
figure was lurking around the house. She prayed for me, and so I drifted off to sleep. Mom spent the night 
in prayer after a long exhausting day. She had picked up the prayer of Sherry Shiner not realizing its true 
contents, and prayed a couple of pages before drifting off to sleep, too exhausted. Soon she awoke under 
heavy demon attack, feeling more than just rotten, bad and ugly.

She had dreamt that a black, vicious figure had just broken through the burglar gate at the front door, and 
marched unhindered into the house. Of course, at this point, she told me that a dark anointing like heavy 
mind-control was gripping us. Once again, words are insufficient to really describe the type of mind-control.
As long as this prayer was in our presence, we suffered greatly. Please do not pray it, as it carries a heavy, 
alien, initiation which opens up hundreds of doorways and gateways, and this is what we had experienced.
I reminded her that we had experienced the ugly, evil, demon atmosphere one night, and that she had 
remarked that it was an alien ship high above the clouds. 

“Don’t forget the demon face I had seen in the clouds,” I added. “So true, so true,” she said. 

After mom had prayed and reversed each word and the entirety of its source and hard centre core of Sherry 
Shiner’s prayer, in Jesus’ Name, there was an immediate shift and change in both realms. The heavy mind-
control broke, and the sick, rotten, alien, dark anointing and wicked marks lifted.

We had also experienced this with Elizabeth Sherry Elijah Nikomia, as later we learned that she was Sherry 
Shiner. Mom did further investigations and the following shocked her - Mom wondered how the prayer of 
Sherry Shriner had gotten into her prayer archive.
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For further information google sherryshriner.com/rebuttal-nikomia.htm

Elizabeth Sherry Elijah Nikomia

Of course, mom was in prayer all night, and read her Bible as sleep had left her completely. It was five a.m. 
in the wee hours of the morning when she dozed off, only to be awakened two hours later by heavy mind-
control. Feeling overly rotten and completely covered with burning pains from the crown of her head to the 
soles of her feet, she decided to compile this portion of the Script.

I awoke and explained to her that this black form had forcefully tried to hypnotize and rape me in my sleep. 
I had fought hard and resisted this thing which later fled, not knowing that she was in earnest prayer.
“Abba Father, send Your most vicious, fire, warrior angels to destroy the evil that is presently attacking Yolin 
and myself…” she continued fervently.
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On the morning of the 10th February 2016, mom was out in the garden when an unusually disturbing 
incident occurred. She was heavily attacked as a slice of spiced tomato fell from the sky onto the crown of 
her head. 

Under heavy sway and feeling overwhelmingly sick deep inside her, she rebuked, but to no avail. When I 
awoke, she related the rudeness of the incident and said, “Yolin, rebuke all levels of mystical and marine 
witchcraft, voodoo and occult. Break all levels of curses, spells, bewitchments and mind-control, in Jesus’ 
Name.” 

And so it was, done! 

“DONE, IN JESUS’ NAME.”

Almighty Father’s Hand

In a Spirit revelation which loomed before me on two different occasions, an enormous hand reached 
down from Heaven. 

My spirit knew it was the hand of Almighty Father God. His hand was literally ablaze. The terribleness of 
Father’s Holiness was intense.

Fire, Brilliance, Holiness, Purity, Majesty, Might - words are not able to describe it all.

Out of the fire came forth two birds that I knew were given to me on earth to nurture. I saw they were 
very beautiful, but in the eyes of the world the birds were immediately rejected. They were actually 
regarded as ugly and distorted.
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Satanists Had Infiltrated Ministries
I had received a friendly request on Facebook from someone working at Jimmy Swaggart’s Ministry, and 
without any thought, I accepted. That night, I prayed and asked the Lord, “Lord, I had seen downloads 
concerning Satanists infiltrating Jimmy Swaggart’s Ministry! Lord Jesus reveal unto me who this person 
really is who had just sent me this friendly request?”

I had just about dozed off when in Spirit vision I was transported to a service being held at Jimmy 
Swaggart’s Ministries. I gazed around at everyone present; before me stood the infiltrator.

My spirit knew and understood that it was he whose eyes had suddenly changed to an evil colour. He stood 
tall with straight hair styled to the back with the microphone in his hand. While the service proceeded, 
I noticed that the entire congregation of Jimmy Swaggart’s Ministry came under heavy initiation. The 
infiltrator’s image had completely changed; red, optical eyes glowed in their evil cunning.

No one became aware of demon infestation, so everyone who was initiated, acted very strange. I saw that 
satanists had infiltrated the entire Jimmy Swaggart Ministry.
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Astral Gemstones
Yet warfare intensified almost out of control. Mom and I spent each night under heavy demon monitoring. 
Each morning was worse than the previous, and that is how we opened our eyes – feeling rotten and sick.
One morning, mom investigated the garden, and lo and behold, there was an astral gemstone under the 
shrub tree. The smooth, polished crystal stone together with others were removed immediately.

Not realizing its properties, mom picked it up with her hand and soon regretted it. Heavy, demon energies 
caused her to sway and stagger. On the other hand, I could not wake up to help her, so she battled these 
very dark, dark forces.

“Yolin, please rebuke all levels of curses associated with the astral crystals and all levels of crystal power 
and energies. Break and destroy all levels of initiation also,” she blurted out.

I prayed according to her words and instantly she recovered, praise the Lord! He is more than faithful. 

This piece of information is what gave us insight into what demon had manifested, so while mom compiled 
this portion of the script, the abysmal manifested with a heavy thump on the roof. Mom responded, 
“Energy demons associated with astral crystals, I set you alight with Holy Fire to burn for all eternity, in 
Jesus’ Name.”

“These astral gemstones aid psychic abilities and can open and activate the higher chakra. If you always 
carry a crystal with you when perform a certain task - it will be the crystal which guides that task.”
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Dense Darkness Covers Earth
Mom and I had been heavily bombarded by dark forces which seemed to drain our strength leaving us 
exhausted day after day. She had already mentioned, “Yolin, it seems as though the entire sky and all the 
airways are heavy and tight.” The Lord opened my spirit eyes and allowed me to actually witness the dense 
darkness covering the heavens and airways.

As each day and night passed, it became more than a nightmare, until I was shown in a Spirit dream 
that mom and I were under extreme pressure. The entire earth’s atmosphere seemed to be covered and 
saturated with dense darkness, not leaving space to breathe.

We would gather many times, day and night, with the following prayer for Spiritual canopy. Oh reader, what 
a difference it made!

“Lord Jesus, please forgive us for all the times we have not submitted to You. Forgive us for all sinfulness 
and for agreeing with the enemy and his lies. We now submit to you as our Lord and Saviour. 

We now break every agreement that we have made with the enemy. Lord Jesus, please release Your warrior 
angels; remove and bind to the abyss all demons, dense darkness and their devices that have access to us 
because we believed their lies. We now ask you to establish a Hedge of Protection around us, over us, and 
under us, and seal it with Your Blood and Holy Fire, in Jesus’ Name.

Clothe us with the complete armour of God dipped in Your precious Blood and Holy Fire. Cleanse us and 
seal us, spirit, soul, body and mind with Your precious Blood and Holy Fire. Please have Your warrior angels 
bind up and remove all demons that saturate the airways, their devices and all their dark powers from 
within this protective hedge and have them sent to the abyss.

Please have Your warrior angels destroy all mystical, marine and alien, occult and witchcraft assignments 
directed against us, including all reinforcements and replacements. Please have Your warrior angels remove 
all trafficking people and send them back to their own bodies and seal them there with Your Blood, Lord 
Jesus. Please have Your vicious warrior angels stand guard over us and protect us from all the attacks of the 
enemy. In Jesus’ Holy Name. Amen.”
Thereafter, we would persevere in deep spiritual warfare prayers until the darkness had completely lifted.

 Occult / Islam Worship
Warfare became somewhat unbearable until I was taken into Spirit vision upon my bed, and beheld myself 
going to the enclosed backyard of our dwelling. Hearing a commotion, I stopped and saw a Muslim man on 
his knees. He began bowing and raising his head in prayer.

I listened to what he was saying; it appeared that he was chanting, moving his head and hands in a type of 
ritual. Shocked, I fled and just about reached my room when I was taken into an open Spirit vision.

I was transported to a huge auditorium filled to capacity. On stage appeared a white woman whom I 
understood was deep into dark, mystical powers. I watched closely as this woman began moving her head 
and hands and began chanting. 

Shaken, I recalled the Muslim man whom I had previously mentioned; my spirit understood that there was 
no difference between these two
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In the realm of the spirit, everyone knew that both were chanting. Their chantings were offered up to 
satan. Their worship of hand movements were an offering to satan.

I was dumbstruck and speechless at this Spirit revelation! 
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  Islamic Black Crow Outfit   Gothic Hooded Cloak/Wicca Robe Medieval

I understood that this woman had mystical powers of darkness. She knew that her source and power was 
directly from satan.

Furthermore, I also understood that the Muslim man did not realize that the source of his Islamic worship 
derived from one of satan’s diabolical secrets. He too was altogether deceived and misled.

Queen of the Coast a Wicked Spirit
Yet warfare continued to rage as mom and I gathered each night for prayers, destroying every level of 
mystical and marine assignments and astral and shape shifting violence.

I opened my eyes in the morning and related to her that I had been viciously attacked by the queen of the 
coast. She had placed her steel grip around my wrist and dragged me out into the sea. I noticed that there 
was another person together with myself, as the wicked queen spirit tried her utmost to drown us.
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Seeing that she was unsuccessful, she dragged us to the intersection where the Atlantic Ocean met another 
current. The waters were churning into whirlpools, and soon sucked us deep beneath the Atlantic.

This mind boggling situation caused me to earnestly call out, “Jesus… Jesus… Jesus…. Help me!… Jesus… 
Jesus… Jesus… save me!”

My physical body folded, collapsing, as I looked up and saw Jesus coming swiftly.

And so it was, mom and I were in the midst of where two currents of demonic worlds met. She awoke 
absolutely sick as excessive burning covered her entirely. The pain was so severe that her flesh repeatedly 
jumped off her bones.

There was much spiritual violence, so much so, that both of us were sick and vulnerable during the wee 
hours of each morning. She enquired with much tears, on her knees, when the scripture flooded her mind, 
“And from the time of John Baptist hitherto, the Kingdom of God suffereth violence, and the violent take it 
by force.” Matthew 11: 12
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Flesh Eating Worms and Insects
I enquired of the Lord, and then on two different occasions, had Spirit dreams in which I was attacked by 
flesh eating worms and insects. We spent days of sleepless nights dozing off, only to awake very sick. One 
night, as mom dozed off, utterly exhausted, she opened her eyes and asked me to pray for her. She said that 
hundreds of worms had covered her. The ends of their tails were used as whips. They violently whipped 
and pushed her into the ground. As she called, “The Blood of Jesus… The Blood of Jesus…” she awoke, very 
sick. Then I remembered buying two red cushions some time ago which I put on my bed. When mom took 
one to her bed, she was violently attacked. The moment we got rid of those cushions the violent worm 
attack ceased.

Attacked by the Astral World
Days later, we were just about to recover when I was shown by the Lord Jesus that a dreadful thing had 
happened to mom and me. It was so terrible that it was taken from me and just a few parts of the vision 
became vivid.

I was in the spirit and beheld a multitude of people leaving their physical bodies and entering into the astral 
world. My spirit understood what this meant! The moment I opened my eyes, I alerted mom who declared 
that we should gather in prayer.
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Sitting on my bed the following night, I was taken into an open Spirit vision. I saw myself standing in the 
Pastor’s house next to the cream couch when the following happened :

A gothic, black hooded, cloaked demon in human form appeared, and to all appearances this thing’s face 
was so distorted that I am unable to describe it. This evil masqueraded, making different hand movements 
that I could not understand. 

It knew that my spirit eyes had opened and that I was well aware of the evil performances. Afraid, I rushed 
to my mother who began praying for me. I was sick and could not sleep that night.

The following night, it returned, and I noticed that the thing no longer had a distorted face. Demon violence 
broke out immediately; furthermore, I was looking into a faceless thing which had no eyes but could see. 

The following illustration must be taken a thousand times worse than it appears, wearing a black hooded 
cloak with long, white hair.
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Warfare continued as we gathered for prayer at night. I remained sick and could not sleep. I was then taken 
into an open vision and told mom that we had an unwelcomed visitor. This illustration is as close to the 
thing I really, really saw.

I could not describe it to her, making it difficult to really know what to rebuke, but I knew and understood 
that this thing was assigned to terrify and torment Believers, especially at night.

So during the wee hours of the following morning, mom was persevering in prayer and dozed off utterly 
exhausted after weeks of sleepless nights. The most horrifying thing happened at four that morning. It 
seemed that this thing must have stood at the head of her bed and threw an evil fire ball. It landed with 
great force causing her physical body to jump like an elastic band.

A lightning bolt hit her from the crown of her head and ran down her entire form. Excessive burns and 
severe pain covered her and her entire bed. She opened her eyes and wondered what had hit her! 

It took some time to rebuke and get the burning pains from her, so she dozed off at the foot of her bed only 
to open her eyes after six that morning in a terrible state. Once more, she sat and anointed herself with 
olive oil, and after some time, the burning pains left her physical body.

Her utterly exhausted body, caused her to doze off once again, only to awaken that morning feeling more 
than rotten.

We had persevered through the most terrible day. I remained sick. At five, mom and I gathered as I said the 
sealing prayer. Thereafter, she began purifying the entire house and possessions - anything that might give 
this thing the legal right to attack us so gruesomely.

As she prayed, the Holy Spirit showed her to bind up the Allah demon good and solid. So she did, and 
requested that Father grant her request that the Allah demon be thrown into the bottomless pit. She had 
separated our property, in the spirit realm, which was joined to four other properties. There were five 
houses in a row, built with one long roof and one long foundation, only having fencing to separate each 
house.
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We were the only Believers, while the rest of the property owners were dedicated Muslims. Each Muslim 
family had gone to Mecca - so you can imagine! 

Anyway, this Allah demon was so well bound up and cast into the bottomless pit as granted, that an 
amazing thing happened. Mom and I recovered almost immediately, as though nothing had happened!


